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We we have entered BBQ season and we are LOADED with BBQ items.

Recently, as most of you noticed, we started selling Lynx Product.
I still have a lot from last week and we are getting more probably next week.

I have several drawer systems by DCS from the last load and a few of the 48” Grill 
heads.

If you ever wanted to own a NICE bbq, wether you build it in or keep it on a cart for 
portable use,  now is the time.

I also let my Red marker go absolutely crazy on some select items that have been 
here to long.

Its time to take advantage of these great deals.

Hurry in for best selection 

thanks for accepting my newsletters,
Robert Ehrig 











DCS
48” BBQ

Grill Head

$ 3199.99



Access Doors in Stainless
These are non branded and simple

some are flush mount

30” doors start at $ 249.99
42” are $ 289.99

deluxe versions a little more



Trash Pull by DCS  $ 999.99

Outdoor Pantry by DCS  $ 1299.99

Single Drawer by DCS  $ 599.99

Double Drawer by DCS  $ 799.99



Triple Drawer by DCS  $ 799.99

And many more items available 
Its time do get that outdoor kitchen done.

Hurry in for best selection 

48” Drawers for under a grill head 
$ 1299.99



And Now For some CRAZY markdowns.
As most of you know, this doesn’t happen very often.

so please be sure to take advantage of the great deals

$ 2499.99
$ 2199.99

$ 2499.99



We have Wolf,  Fisher Paykel, Bosch, Decor and Bertazzoni
All marked down to selling prices.

Please don’t miss out on this

Wolf 30” Ovens
$ 2999.99

F&P 30” Ovens
$ 

Bosch 30” Ovens 

$ 1899.99



Hoods marked down………..WAY DOWN   …..



I also have this…

36”  All fridge
GE monogram
Built in Fridge

Now Only $ 3400.00

Also on the next few pages.
I still have a few  
Viking  pieces



Viking Professional
48” Self Cleaning All Gas Range with 6 burners and a grill 

$  6799.99



30” Viking Professional
4 Burner Range

$ 2999.99

Viking
30” Range
5 Burners

$ 2999.99



Viking Professional
27” Double Ovens

$ 3799.99

Fridge drawers
$ 1899.99



Viking Professional
43” Hood Insert 

w/ 1200 cfm blower

$ 1499.99

That is it for this week,

Thanks again,
 

Robert Ehrig


